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I.

Introduction: A Personal Perspective on Legislation as a Teaching Tool

While attending the University of Texas School of Law, I had the privilege to work as
Legislative Assistant for a member of the Texas House of Representatives. I was energized by
the fast pace negotiations among legislators and the process of passing legislation. Likewise, I
was awakened to how powerful a tool for teaching change to a slow-moving society a clearly
drafted statute could be as opposed to convoluted case law.
The year was 1965, and as our country was experiencing social upheaval, Texas was slow
to respond.

It became very apparent to me that legislation was a far more efficient and

responsive instrument than the common law for meeting these changes. During that legislative
session, Texas enacted the Uniform Commercial Code and it was amazing to see the workings of
the business community in rallying behind its passage. Of course the Commercial Code with its
extensive commentary became the medium for teaching commercial law not only in Texas, but
nationwide. Since my law school experience with the Texas Legislature, I have continued to
witness and embrace legislation as a teaching tool.
Similar to the instructive capacity of actual legislation, uniform acts recommended by the
Uniform Law Commission to states are also an important teaching tool. In family law, the
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Enforcement Act (UCCJEA) and the Uniform Interstate
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Family Support Act (UIFSA) have taught states to give full faith and credit to rulings from other
states in regards to custody and child support. I am honored to serve as a Texas Commissioner
to the Uniform Law Commission, and particularly honored to have participated in the drafting of
the new Uniform Collaborative Law Act (UCLA). The purpose of this paper is to explore the
instructive qualities of legislation and more specifically, to explore the potential of the UCLA to
be an important teaching tool for the practice of law and to society as a whole.
II.

Lessons from Alternative Dispute Resolution

A. A Brief History of Alternative Dispute Resolution
The impact of alternative dispute resolution provides an interesting study on the
instructive qualities of law. The American legal system has come a long way since Roscoe
Pound‟s 1906 call for change in “The Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration
of Justice."2

Pound‟s postulations, which are frequently cited as the inception of current

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR), were not quickly embraced by the legal community.
Subsequent movement away from courts became apparent in the late 1960‟s and early 1970‟s
with the emergence of the “community justice movement” that resulted in community and
neighborhood justice centers where volunteers worked to resolve neighborhood disputes.3 While
this was truly a societal movement and not one driven by the legal community and while
ultimately these justice centers were transitory, lawyers did play important roles in their initial
formation.4

Within the legal community, significant movement away from the traditional

litigation process began at the 1976 Pound Conference, which sparked sincere interest in finding
alternatives to going to court. At this conference, Professor Frank Sander gave an address, now
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very familiar to proponents of ADR, opposing a “one-size-fits-all” court system, and this later
gave rise to his vision of a “multi-door courthouse” offering various means of dispute
resolution.5
In the past three and a half decades, the quest for a multi-door courthouse has resulted in
remarkable growth in ADR. In the 1970‟s, the courts adopted use of arbitration, and this was
referred to as “„mandatory non-binding arbitration,‟ „court-annexed arbitration,‟ and …„judicial
arbitration‟” with the purpose being to cut the time and cost of resolution.6 In the 1980‟s,
mediation became popular first in child custody cases.7 By the 1990‟s, the use of mediation
expanded to many kinds of other civil disputes as a means of expediting the disposition of cases
and reducing court‟s caseloads.8
B. ADR Legislation Emerges as a Teaching Tool
Although it is not entirely clear why arbitration was the first alternative dispute resolution
of choice employed by courts, it is not unlikely that the Federal Arbitration Act of 1925 was
influential.9

As arbitration was already being used by American businesses, by turning to

arbitration to provide more efficient and economical justice, courts were not re-creating the
wheel. In fact, because the Federal Arbitration Act specifically recognized arbitration as a means
for reaching legal resolution, use of arbitration was a safe choice for district courts, not one that
would be questioned as to legitimacy and fairness, nor one that would result in reversal on
appeal.

Inasmuch, the federal law served as a teaching tool for state courts, instructing those

courts how to manage their dockets and how to promote resolution away from the courthouse.
As courts increasingly implemented arbitration, state legislatures passed laws recognizing and
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sometimes mandating the use of non-binding arbitration, thus demonstrating how the Federal
Arbitration Act served as a teaching tool to the states.10
Although the Federal Arbitration Act only provided arbitration as an alternative to the
courthouse, it can be viewed more broadly as a teaching tool instructing the legal community that
there are indeed multiple doors to the courthouse. With broad acceptance of such instruction, in
the 1980‟s, mediation began to emerge as the ADR of choice in child custody cases.11 Mediation
also began to be employed by American businesses that had before used arbitration, and lawyers
inserted mediation clauses either in addition to or replacing arbitration clauses in business
contracts.12 Another visible example of the growth of mediation in the business world was the
American Arbitration Association‟s offering of mediation as an alternative to arbitration. 13 By
the 1990‟s, the courts in turn began to implement mediation not just in child custody suits, but in
a wide variety of other civil suits in order to promote judicial efficiency.14
Mediation is no longer just a device of the courts, but it is recognized and mandated by
statutes.

At the federal level, Congress has required all federal courts to institute ADR

initiatives, which largely include mediation.15

Likewise, individual states passed extensive

legislation recognizing and or mandating the use of mediation, and by 2001, it was estimated that
some 2500 such state laws existed.16 With the increase of state laws regarding mediation, wide
variation among those laws created a conflict of laws among states.17 In response to these
conflicts, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, now known as the
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Uniform Law Commission, and the Dispute Resolution Section of the American Bar Association
joined efforts to draft the Uniform Mediation Act (UMA).
Mediation has been traditionally described in terms of its “„capacity to reorient the parties
toward each other, not by imposing rules on them, but by helping them to achieve a new and
shared perception of their relationship, a perception that will redirect their attitudes and
dispositions toward one another‟.”18 This relationship based approach has been touted for its
ability to decrease acrimony in divorce and custody cases and for its ability to preserve business
relationships for the future. The core of mediation is guiding parties to a compromise, which
simultaneously promotes civility and keeps relationships, domestic or business, intact.
Mediation law can truly be seen as a teaching tool for society as the focus on compromise
has become a common approach to dispute resolution outside of the court system. Both business
schools and law schools have embraced the need to settle disputes through compromise, as is
evidenced through the many course offerings regarding negotiation and ADR.19 Businesses and
communities regularly implement programs for internal dispute resolution.20 Even grade school
curriculum promotes the civility of compromise. Public agencies too have embraced this focus
on compromise. The United State Postal Service routinely solves disputes through its REDRESS
mediation program.22

Similarly, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the

Department of Health and Human Services, the United States Air Force, and the Environmental
Protection Agency have all used mediation to resolve disputes ranging from contracts to
environmental clean-up.

Thus, throughout the United States, concern for effective dispute
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resolution reveals that ADR legislation has taught the value of compromise. This wide spread
interest in compromise and continuance of relationships reflects that ADR law has also taught
that justice can occur outside of a courthouse.
Quite importantly, ADR law is a teaching tool for lawyers. It teaches that an adversarial
trial is not the only way to come to a solution. This lesson is particularly important because, as
commentators on the American legal system have postulated, “lawyers may be particularly wellsuited…not only to make laws but to ensure smooth functioning of the ever diverse polity and
myriad of interests that need to be reconciled to achieve social harmony and effective
government.”23 Worth note, law students continue to be taught to focus on only what is relevant
to the rule of law, which typically exclude consideration of interpersonal matters.24 Law students
are left to come to their own understanding of interpersonal matters and how they intersect with
the law. In addition to teaching that litigation is not the only way, ADR legislation teaches
attorneys to value interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, the law teaches that the adversarial
system is limited in the issues it can address and the outcomes it can achieve. ADR teaches
concern for preservation of relationship and promotes the civility required for such preservation.
III.

New Horizons for ADR: Collaborative Law and the Uniform Collaborative Law Act
A. Mediation as a Teaching Tool resulting in Collaborative Law
Emerging in the 1990‟s, collaborative law is the newest innovation in alternative dispute

resolution, described most simply as “advocacy without litigation.”25 Collaborative law is a
unique interest-based approach for solving disputes, which allows much control by the client
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while still providing the client with strong advocacy.26 The process begins with lawyers and
clients on opposite sides of a case entering into a formal Participation Agreement to work
together for resolution.27 This agreement includes a pledge to make a good faith effort to settle
the case out of court and provides that if a collaborative settlement is not reached, the attorneys
will withdraw from the case and the parties must use different attorneys for litigation. 28 Once
this agreement is in place, the parties convene in multiple joint meetings to discuss issues and
goals, gather information, and eventually, hammer out an agreement.
With a focus on avoiding long-term destruction of relationships and with the goals of
candor, good faith participation, and self-determination, the genesis of collaborative law from
mediation is readily apparent.29 Commentators have recognized that “[s]pecifically, collaborative
law owes a debt to mediation.”30 The mediation approach of parties working together for
resolution is enhanced in collaborative law by the dismissal of the intermediary and in the
intermediary‟s stead, face-to-face meetings. With collaborative law‟s roots in mediation, it is
apparent that mediation legislation has been a teaching tool in guiding the evolution of ADR.
Mediation statutes clearly indicate the legal system‟s acceptance of ADR as means for solving a
dispute. Such acceptance in turn has taught that the pursuit and expansion of alternatives within
ADR is worthwhile.
The American Bar Association (ABA) has given specific acceptance of the expansion of
ADR in the form collaborative law recognizing it to be a legitimate and ethical means of ADR.31
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In response to questions raised about the ethical nature of collaborative law, the ABA has issued
a formal opinion stating that collaborative law practice “represent[s] a permissible limited scope
of representation” so long as a client gives informed consent to proceed collaboratively. 32 The
same opinion addressed issues of conflict of interest arising in collaborative law and found that a
non-waivable conflict does not arise as a result of the contractual obligation to withdraw if
resolution is not achieved nor does it arise from the participation agreement.33
B. The Uniform Collaborative Law Act
In July 2009, the Uniform Law Commission (formerly known as the National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws) approved the Uniform Collaborative Law Act
(UCLA).

Preceding the UCLA were a series of individual state statutes recognizing

collaborative law as a legally permissible way to arrive at resolution. In 2001, Texas passed the
first of such statutes incorporating collaborative law procedures into the Texas Family Code as
means for resolution of divorce and child custody and support matters.34 California, North
Carolina and Utah followed with the enactment of their own collaborative law statutes.35 In
Texas, the collaborative law statutes have been a teaching tool providing instruction regarding
procedure as well as teaching the legitimacy of practicing collaborative law and of settlement
outside of litigation. Perhaps, in addition to serving as teaching tool within their respective
states, the collaborative law state statutes have instructed on the importance of creating the
UCLA.
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The UCLA itself has great promise as a new teaching tool within the legal community
and society. With dual goals of “standardizing the most important features” of collaborative law
and of “encouraging the continued growth of collaborative law as a voluntary dispute resolution
option,” the UCLA is poised to instruct on both procedure and policy. 36 The remainder of this
paper focuses on the UCLA as a teaching tool of both.
1. Procedure Taught by the UCLA
The UCLA is straightforwardly educational in its instruction on collaborative law
procedure and was drafted for application of collaborative law in all areas of civil law, not just
family law. By providing a comprehensive list of definitions of terms in the act, the UCLA
clearly teaches how the act is to be understood and implemented.37 Furthermore, it gives
practitioners a common vocabulary. The substantive procedural instruction begins in Section 4
of the act, which lists six discrete and minimum requirements for a Collaborative Law
Participation Agreement.38

The Participation Agreement must be a record containing the

signature of the parties and a statement that the parties intend to proceed collaboratively under
that Act and the scope of the matter being resolved.39 Furthermore, it must identify the lawyers
involved and contain a statement by each lawyer confirming their representation in the process.40
By such requirements, the UCLA reinforces the benefits of protocols in practice.
By instruction on these procedural requirements, the UCLA teaches that the process must
be entered into voluntarily and that there must be a sincere commitment to the process by all
participants, including the attorneys. The lesson that participation in collaborative law must be
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voluntary is further taught in Section 5 of the UCLA which specifically disallows a court from
ordering such participation.41
The UCLA instructs as to the start and conclusion of the collaborative law process. 42 It
makes clear that the only way to begin the process is to sign a participation agreement. 43 In
regards to the conclusion of the process, the UCLA sets forth several methods including actual
resolution evidenced by a signed record, resolution of only part and an agreement that any
unsettled issues will be resolved in a separate process, or termination of the process.44
Termination is distinguishable from conclusion in that termination involves an adversarial event
including one party giving notice that the process has ended, one party beginning a related
proceeding without consent of all parties, one party initiating a pleading or requesting a court
hearing, or one party discharging a collaborative lawyer or the withdrawal by a collaborative
lawyer.45 Conclusion of a collaborative case, however, does not happen if one party consents to
the other party seeking court approval of a proposed resolution or partial resolution.46 Also,
withdrawal or dismissal of an attorney may not result in termination if the party engages a new
attorney and creates a signed record of intent to continue in the process and documenting the
engagement and agreement of the new lawyer to participate in the process.47
By setting forth clear instruction for how to begin and end collaboration, the UCLA again
teaches that the process must be intentional and voluntary. It further teaches that the parties must
work together throughout the process and that the process will be destroyed if one party
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instigates litigation.

Additionally, it teaches that client self-determination is of the utmost

importance.
The UCLA explicitly teaches about the role of courts in collaborative law. 48

In

recognition that courts retain ultimate control over filed cases, the UCLA provides for
appropriate intervention by a presiding court.49 Despite the stay a participation agreement
provides to pending case, a presiding court may require parties and lawyers to provide a status
report on the proceedings.50

Such status reports however are limited so as not to reveal

confidential information such as assessments, evaluations, recommendations, or findings, but
rather to include only basic information regarding the process, such as whether or not the process
has occurred, has been terminated, who attended, and whether an agreement was reached.51
Importantly, the Act specifically provides for court intervention to issue emergency orders to
protect the health, safety, and welfare of a party or family or household member as set forth by
protective statutes.52 In these provisions, the UCLA teaches that although collaborative law is a
process of self-determination, courts retain ultimate control in the interest of justice.

The

limitation of the information a court can require in a status report teaches that confidentiality
must be maintained during the ADR process and that a court must respect this requirement of the
process.
The UCLA teaches about what has been called the “sine qua non of collaborative law,”
which is the disqualification of a collaborative lawyer from representing a client in litigation
regarding the same matter or substantially related matter formerly pursued by a failed attempt at
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collaborative law.53 Furthermore, the firm of the disqualified lawyer is also disqualified from
participation in a substantially related matter or litigation. 54 The UCLA does however make two
exceptions to the disqualification of a collaborative lawyer‟s firm. First, if the collaborative
lawyer was serving a low income party without receiving a fee, then that lawyer‟s firm may not
be disqualified from participation in related litigation if the collaborative law participation
agreement so provides and if the collaborative lawyer is isolated from any participation in the
litigation.55

A similar provision applies when one of the parties to a collaborative law

participation agreement is a government entity.56 Although a collaborative lawyer in the matter
is disqualified upon termination of collaborative law, the lawyer‟s firm may participate in a
substantially related matter if the collaborative law participation agreement so provides and if the
collaborative lawyer is isolated from any participation in the litigation.
In its disqualification provision, the UCLA teaches attorneys that they, as well as their
clients, must be committed to the collaborative process. It also teaches that full candor is
possible as what one party reveals to another cannot be used against them by the opposing
attorney in litigation. By providing exceptions from disqualification for attorneys of low income
clients and of government entities, the UCLA teaches that collaborative law can and should be
widely available and applicable to the entire population. Thus, the UCLA legitimizes the use of
collaborative law by government entities and parties of varying socio-economic status.
The UCLA further teaches broad application of collaborative law by its provision for use
of collaborative law despite a party‟s history of domestic violence with another party.57 Such an
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instance requires that the party requests use of collaborative law, that the lawyer reasonably
believes a party‟s safety can be adequately protected during the process, and that the lawyer is
familiar with the American Bar Association‟s Standards of Practice for Representing Victims of
Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault and Stalking in Civil Protection Order Cases, For Lawyers
Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases and for Lawyers Who Represent Parents in
Abuse and Neglect Cases. By these provisions, the UCLA urges caution in use of collaborative
law when there have been instances of domestic violence or abuse. Simultaneously, the UCLA
teaches that domestic violence victims can be served by use of collaborative law with appropriate
counsel and screening.

Furthermore, these provisions instruct the importance of

comprehensively interviewing clients with such distinct issues.
In regards to ethics, the UCLA teaches that the same professional responsibility and
obligations apply to lawyers engaged in the collaborative law process as in any other legal
setting.58 Specific to collaborative law, the UCLA teaches observance of confidentiality and
privilege.

As previously set forth, the Act protects the confidentiality of collaborative

proceedings by prohibiting a court from requiring that a status report include information such as
assessments, evaluations, recommendations, reports, or findings.59 The scope of confidentiality
may also be extended or limited by agreement of the parties.60

However, excluded from

confidentiality is any communication during the collaborative process indicating abuse, neglect,
abandonment, or exploitation of an individual.61 Likewise, the reporting of abuse or neglect of a
child is mandatory even in the collaborative law process.62
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The UCLA goes beyond providing for mere confidentiality and teaches that collaborative
law communication is privileged and not subject to discovery.63 Notwithstanding, evidence or
information otherwise admissible does not become protected simply because of its disclosure in
the collaborative process.64 The UCLA stipulates that privilege may be waived either expressly
by all parties or to the extent necessary that a representation made about a communication would
prejudice another party. Additionally, assertion of privilege may be precluded if a person
intentionally uses a collaborative law process to engage in criminal activity. 65 Exceptions to
privilege are enumerated by UCLA and include threats of violence, proof of abuse or neglect,
proof of malpractice, and evidence that is not otherwise available when the need for the evidence
substantially outweighs the interest in protection of confidentiality.66
The ethical provisions of the UCLA teach that a lawyer participating in collaborative law
is held to the same standards of professional responsibility applicable in any other legal
proceeding. With additional provisions for confidentiality and privilege, the UCLA teaches
lawyers and parties to be forthcoming and candid in their meetings.

Furthermore, these

provisions teach that there can be an honest exchange of information so as to foster productive
negotiation.
2. Policy Taught by the UCLA
In general, the UCLA provides a paradigmatic lesson in approaching the resolution of
conflict. This lesson is implicit as the UCLA sets forth, more strongly than any other ADR
legislation before, the policy of non-adversarial resolution as it codifies the benefits of interestbased negotiations. Integral to the instruction provided by the UCLA are the extensive reporter‟s
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notes that accompany the act.

Clearly explaining the goals of and reasoning behind the

collaborative law approach, these notes are an invaluable guide to the policy underlying the
provisions of the UCLA. Collaborative law teaches the policy of a relational approach, which
acknowledges the emotional and human dynamic involved in conflict. The UCLA teaches
maintaining relationships by building a bridge to compromise rather than destroying a
relationship in order to prevail in litigation. Additionally, the UCLA instructs an unbundled
approach to legal services and promotes limited scope representation.
More specifically to parties, the UCLA promotes the policy of self-determination. To
lawyers, the UCLA teaches that they can zealously advocate for their client while still promoting
compromise and the continuation of interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, to both parties and
attorneys the UCLA teaches the policy that resolution does not have to be a win-lose outcome,
but rather can and should be something that all parties can embrace. This lesson is implicit in the
UCLA‟s requirement of confidentiality by non-parties aimed at promoting uses of jointly
retained experts who advise parties together. Rather than having an arms-length approach, the
UCLA promotes personal negotiation and face-to-face compromise. Further, the provisions of
the UCLA also teach honesty, good faith, open communication, and respect in a negotiation
process. Implicit in these qualities is a policy for civility.
IV.

Conclusion

Hopes are high that the UCLA can be successfully used as a teaching tool in its capacity
to further the success of alternative dispute resolution processes. Law students, lawyers, and
judges can benefit from learning the provisions of the Uniform Collaborative Law Act and from
learning new skills in resolving societal conflict. Adoption of the Uniform Collaborative Law
Act by the states will provide the initial opportunity for teaching the act to legislative bodies.
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This educational effort will be in the great tradition of successful enactment of other uniform acts
and following enactment, the teaching of the UCLA to law students and collaborative
professionals.
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